HOW TO FIND THE RIGHT
INTERNAL DOORS
Timber Internal
Doors
Features

CHOOSING THE RIGHT SURFACE FINISH
4Ddoor offers the very robust Duradecor surface
finish that is especially beneficial in households with
children and pets. High-quality surfaces are also easy
to clean when life can be a little messy. Tip: Ask your
dealer about impact-resistant 4Protect edges, as these
prevent unattractive ﬂaws for a long time.

IT’S WHAT’S ON THE INSIDE
THAT COUNTS
The choice of door leaf insert depends on how
often the door is used and how durable a door
is. A tubular chipboard insert offers the best
value for money. Hörmann also offers high
quality composite timber door leaves as well
as inexpensive tubular chipboard spacers and
honeycomb inserts. For further
information, please see page 85.

DOOR FRAME
A timber frame can be chosen in angular or rounded
versions to match the timber doors. In households with
children, it is worth combining the internal doors with steel
frames. These are especially robust and can withstand
any accidents that may occur with toys or run-ins with
the vacuum cleaner. With no visible difference between a
VarioFix steel frame and a timber frame, your style won’t
be compromised!

Discover a new feeling of home:
high-quality internal doors
Whether classic or modern, white lacquer or beech,
with glass elements or stainless steel embellishments –
4Ddoors powered by Hörmann offers you the internal
door that suits you and your furnishings perfectly.

DOOR LEAF SHAPE
You can choose between a rebated and a
ﬂush-closing door leaf. Rebated means that
the edge of the door leaf rests on the frame
a little when closed. Flush-closing means that
the door leaf forms a level surface with the
frame when closed. For further information,
please see page 10.
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PORTAMATIC
Choosing the right door plays an important part in creating
a home that is not only beautiful, but also comfortable and
practical. Doors that suit your living situation and needs can
increase the quality of life for everyone living in the house.
In addition to appearance and convenience, accessibility is
becoming increasingly important for many people, and as a
result, automated door solutions are gaining in popularity.
With the PortaMatic, you can easily turn the dream of an
automatic door into reality: The internal door operator can also
be easily attached to already fitted timber and steel doors, which
is particularly advantageous in rental apartments.

TYPE OF FITTINGS – HANDLES, ROSE
ESCUTCHEONS AND HINGES
The lever handle sets are just as varied as the doors
themselves and can be selected to suit your taste. Lever
handle sets consist of a lever handle and rose escutcheon.
Hörmann offers door handles and keyholes in many different
shapes and stainless steel nuances. Glossy, matte or a
combination of both: simply choose the lever handle set to
match your interior. Those who prefer a modern style can
choose ﬂush-fitting handles embedded in the door leaf – a
particularly elegant appearance without drilled keyhole.
Concealed hinges that invisibly connect the door leaf and
door frame complement this perfectly.
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Fans of the classic look prefer the rebated door
leaf and a frame with rounded edges.

The flush-closing door leaf and a frame with
angular edges are characterised by a nearly
flush-fitting appearance and emphasise a
modern home design.

Our timber internal doors with angular edges and Duradecor
White lacquer, Light grey and Anthracite grey surface finishes are
equipped as standard with the high-quality 4Protect edge protector.
1. High impact resistance
2. High wear resistance
3. High scratch resistance
4. Perfect joint-free look, meaning that unlike
conventional doors, no visible gaps disturb
the high-quality appearance of the door.

EDGE PRO TECTO R

BASELINE
All baseline timber internal doors are available in four high-quality surfaces:

DURADECOR SMOOTH

MAXIMUM IMP ACT RESIST ANCE

The extremely impact-resistant Duradecor surface finish is the
right choice for your home. Whether elegant white, modern
grey or cosy timber decors, whether with or without glazing
cut-out – you are sure to find an internal door to your taste.

DURADECOR TEXTURE
The Duradecor texture surfaces stylishly unite a feeling of real
wood with ease of care. It represents the natural character
of timber in a subtle way: A wood grain texture is embossed
into the door leaf, making the characteristic wood structure
tangible.

REAL WOOD VENEER
Natural, cosy, unique – Hörmann real wood veneers are
produced from high-quality real timber and are truly unique.

LACQUER
Timber internal doors with white painted surfaces have an
especially classic and highquality effect. The Hörmann paint
coating on a white Duradecor base plate ensures a uniform
surface, zero-gap look on the edges and a rich, vibrant colour.

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

BASELINE
Duradecor smooth
White lacquer RAL 9016

Duradecor smooth
Light grey RAL 7035

Duradecor smooth
White Parchment

Duradecor smooth
Light Grey Parchment

Duradecor smooth
White Ash

Duradecor smooth
Italian Acacia

Duradecor smooth
Canadian Maple

Duradecor smooth
French Beech

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

BASELINE
Duradecor texture
Grey Oak

Duradecor texture
Spanish Oak

Duradecor texture
White Oak

Duradecor texture
Wild Oak

Duradecor texture
Raw Oak

Duradecor texture
Dark Oak

Duradecor texture
Walnut

Duradecor texture
Brushed Salted Oak

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

BASELINE
Real wood veneer
Maple

Real wood veneer
White Oak

Real wood veneer
Beech

Duradecor texture
Brushed Pine

Lacquer
Anthracite grey RAL 7016

Lacquer
White RAL 9016

Lacquer
Light grey RAL 7035

Lacquer
Pure white RAL 9010

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

SLIDING DOOR
WHEN IS IT WORTH IT?
Anyone thinking about the interior design of a house or apartment has to decide which doors should be used in
the individual rooms. Alongside classic internal doors with a door leaf that opens into the room, there are also
spacesaving sliding doors that run in front of or into the wall.
Such doors are especially practical if the available space in a room is not sufficient for a classic door. Sliding
doors are real space-savers and represent practical convenience in your own home.

WHAT ARE THE
ADVANTAGES
OF SLIDING DOORS?

APPLICATIONS FOR
SLIDING DOORS

• They can save space
• They can inconspicuously run
into the wall

There are no limits to the
imagination in the use of sliding
doors. They are perfect for use as
a flexible room divider and also
give structure to spacious rooms.
Sliding doors are also a practical
solution for small apartments
because there is no door leaf to
swing into the room. A home
office desk, for example, can be
clearly separated from the living
room with the help of sliding
doors. Anyone who would like
an open-plan kitchen without
having cooking odours in the
entire apartment can fit a sliding
door between the kitchen and
dining room. It is best to keep the
door closed while cooking, then
simply open it to serve and enjoy
all of the advantages of an open
kitchen. Fitted between the living
room, dining room or hallway, a
sliding door can protect against
draughts; the glass version can
also bath your home in bright,
natural light.

WHAT TYPES OF
SLIDING DOORS ARE
AVAILABLE?
Sliding doors for internal rooms
are available in a range of designs
to suit your living situation. There
are two basic versions available,
consisting either of one door
(singleleaf door) or two doors
(double-leaf). Both versions can:
• run into the wall
• run in front of the wall
The brush seal included as
standard from Hörmann and an
inlet seal in the inlet box protect
against odours from the kitchen,
noise and draughts. Sliding doors
can be equipped with a lock on
request.

WHICH DESIGN
OPTIONS ARE
AVAILABLE FOR
SLIDING DOORS?
Especially practical: Hörmann
sliding doors are available in many
designs and can be adapted to
your own style. They are available
in all styles in the BaseLine,
DesignLine and GlassLine ranges.
BaseLine doors are timelessly
elegant and match all decors.
Individual requests can be realised
with DesignLine doors, which
offer many optional elements such
as stainless steel applications,
recessed grooves, modern allglass doors or real wood veneer
and paint. The GlassLine is
particularly elegant and allows lots
of light to enter the rooms.

SLIDING DOOR VERSIONS
Sliding doors open up new possibilities for ideal use of your living space. Hörmann offers singleleaf and doubleleaf sliding door solutions for every living situation. All door styles in the BaseLine,
DesignLine and GlassLine ranges are available as sliding doors.

With the brush on the door leaf (figure
on left) and the optional inlet seal in
the frame (figure on right), Hörmann
sliding doors with frame type C offer
optimal protection against odours,
noise and draughts – for even more
comfort in your own home.

Sliding door box type C with additional
vertical stop for single-leaf sliding
doors, running in front of the wall,
opening to the left

Sliding door box type A for double-leaf
sliding doors, running in front of the
wall: Frame, track cover and door leaf
form a harmonious unit.

SLIDING DOOR VERSIONS

Sliding door system Slide Compact

Sliding door system Rotan

With this system, the door leaves slide in a guide rail
profile. The profile in a stainless steel colour can be fitted
both in front of the wall and on the ceiling. For a door
leaf weight of up to 60 kg, the Slide Compact system is
equipped with a SafeClose in order to gently close the
door leaves.

In this trendy industrial-style sliding door system, the doors
are mounted on support brackets that slide over rollers on
a track rail. The stainless steel rail is fitted on the wall.

Sliding door system
Slide Compact for
single-leaf doors,
running in front of
the wall

Sliding door system
Rotan for single-leaf
doors, running in front
of the wall

Sliding door system Slide Compact for
double-leaf doors, running in front of
the wall

Sliding door system Rotan for doubleleaf doors, running in front of the wall

CONCEPTLINE
The conceptline door models underline a modern and elegant design style with their subtle traffic white, light
grey and anthracite grey colours and the three high-quality ultra matte, gloss (high-gloss) and slate surfaces.

ULTRA MATTE
The particularly elegant silk matte Duradecor surface finish
meets the highest demands bot visually and haptically. Ultra
matte combines the high resistance to fingerprints and soiling
with a previously unattainable matte finish.

GLOSS
Sparkling accents or an individual touch – with a high-gloss
surface, you can do both: The crystal-look surface finish
captivates with a unique brilliance. Light effects and reflections
create an unmistakable ambience.

SLATE
Experience the difference with all your senses: The extremely
impact-resistant slate surface finish with a textured feel is the
right choice if you prefer a modern and comfortable living
design. The matt-gloss contrast on the raised texture creates a
natural play of colours.

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

CONCEPTLINE
Duradecor ultra matte
Anthracite grey RAL 7016

Gloss
Anthracite grey RAL 7016

Duradecor Slate
Anthracite grey RAL 7016

Duradecor ultra matte
Light grey RAL 7035

Gloss
Light grey RAL 7035

Duradecor Slate
Light grey RAL 7035

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

CONCEPTLINE
Duradecor ultra matte
Traffic white RAL 9016

Gloss
Traffic white RAL 9016

Duradecor Slate
Traffic white RAL 9016

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

GLASSLINE
Corbus
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Corbus
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Agesa
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Samu
Single-pane safety
glass, technical sandblasting

Aldo
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Karson
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Isa
Single-pane safety
glass, laser technique

Isa duo
Single-pane safety
glass, laser technique

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

GLASSLINE
Lines
Single-pane safety
glass, laser technique

Jada
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Raff
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Bamante
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Liko
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Lane
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Saha
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Gropus
Single-pane safety
glass, V-fluted glass

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

GLASSLINE
Rika
Single-pane safety
glass, silkscreen

Wildlife
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Nubia
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Privat
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Graphic
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Gisa
Single-pane safety
glass, silkscreen

Lito
Single-pane safety
glass, laser technique

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

GLASSLINE
Coco
Single-pane safety
glass, V-fluted glass

Coco
Single-pane safety
glass, V-fluted glass

Jil
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Wave
Single-pane safety
glass, sand-blasted

Product finishes and colours will vary due to the printing process and technology screen settings for digital viewing. These representations are not an exact
match to actual product.
For RAL colours, using these CMYK references is entirely your choice, and accuracy should be checked, before you commit to use the RAL colours. * RAL
Classic colours, except for pearl-effect, fluorescent and metallic colours. ** Preferred colours for Sandgrain surface finish.

TECHLINE
Many TechnicLine styles are available
as secure apartment entrance doors,
and nearly all BaseLine (without glazing
cut-out) and DesignLine door styles
are available as heavy-duty fire-rated
doors. In addition, you have the option
of equipping your timber door with
special functions, such as a wide-angle
camera. This gives you a feeling of
security, especially if you are home
alone.

Climate control and apartment entrance doors

Optional protective
fitting ES 2 for RC 2
security equipment

Additional locking at
bottom in the optional
RC 2 security version

Optional VX hinge for
increased security

Fire-rated doors

Linkage door closer for
single-leaf doors

Slide rail door closer for
double-leaf doors

Fire protection lever
(profile cylinder not
included in the scope of
delivery)

VLX hinge

Optional accessories

Spyhole

E-spyhole with LCD
display

Electric strike

Motor lock

